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View the world as
your market,
suppliers urged
There is growing demand for British
exports including in Germany, Spain and
China, according to speakers at Food
Matters Live
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companies while China will pay up to three
times the value of a British product,

reputation when dealing with UK retailers.
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overseas consumers, understanding the

looked at how small businesses can make
the most of growing demand for British
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For a full analysis of the potential in fresh
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opportunities for British produce abroad,

to trade,” she said.

and stressed there is finance, insight and
advice available for first-time or existing

The UK’s top 20 export markets have all
grown, except three, Thomas said, including

exporters.

Spain (up 36 per cent) and Germany (up 10
“The

quality

of
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produce

is

recognised worldwide. The Chinese market

per cent), while markets outside of the EU
are growing at almost double the rate.

will pay double or even treble the value of
a product, because they know the quality is
there. Quality,

“View the world as your market,” she said.
“Less than one per cent of consumers are in
the UK, which means 99 per cent are
elsewhere.”
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